Science Proves Life Begins at Conception!

Presidential candidate Obama’s national embarrassment by dodging the question of when Human Life begins, said it was “above his pay grade”, deliberately hiding his barbaric pro abortion voting record of rejecting his chosen “Christian” beliefs when confronted on national television, sounded the alarm for 80% of Americans who have read Scientific and Biblical evidence of the truth...human life begins at conception.

Speaker of the House Pelosi also evaded the question, even falsely claimed the Catholic Church is “inconsistent”, and “some Catholics believe Life begins at 3 months after birth”, which caused her own Catholic Church leaders to publicly contradict her, informing the country that Catholic Church beliefs have never changed in 2,000 years. Vice Presidential candidate Biden is barred from his own Catholic Church from receiving holy communion for his publicly rejecting God through Catholic beliefs of 2,000 years.

All three politicians reject their own chosen “Christian” Religion, God and The Bible.

Catholic Archbishop Donald Wuerl recently called out these opposers, saying “When life begins is not a matter of faith, but of science. Defense of innocent human life is not an imposition of personal religious conviction, but an act of justice.”

“We the People”, who can read and understand what we read, being one nation “Under God”, will no longer accept national Leaders falsely claiming to be men of Christian faith.

We demand honesty from all politicians of any party claiming to be Christians before elections, yet reject The Bible itself, choosing to “rewrite it to suit their feelings of the day”, which parallels their desire for Judges who will “rewrite the Constitution to suit their feelings of the day”. That is nothing but treason against Christianity and against America.

If The Bible is not sacred to them, as is, after 2,000 years, certainly our Constitution is open to being rewritten, since it is only a couple of centuries old! Obama’s flippant claim the answers are “above his pay grade” and his openly mocking scripture, claiming “the Sermon on the Mount would be impossible for our Defense Department to live out”, also rebuking

Leviticus as scripture “you cannot take as it is written, you have to change it to suit modern man”, all confirms The Bible and The Constitution are just “drafts” waiting for more intelligent people, those evidently who do not cling to guns and religion, to change as they “feel” is appropriate for the modern day. Can politicians who reject The Bible and The Constitution keep their oath to “Defend the Constitution” and lead “One Nation Under God”? Absolutely not, but they must fool the voters into believing they will. Why some politicians reject God and their own “chosen” Religious beliefs:

Humans who can read find clear answers to when life begins in Medical Science and from The Bible. Reading, however, is not believing or accepting information. That happens when we each decide personally to trust the
information source(s) or not. The instant issue of Conception or Birth, Life and Death, is both a personal mental and spiritual choice.

Every person must decide at some point to accept Science and Biblical evidence and adopt them into their values and beliefs system, or to reject them, which automatically creates their own personal preference and thinking, “rewriting” factual sources, some proven over 2,000 years or more.

Claiming to have Christian beliefs, then rejecting them publicly, rejecting The Bible, is rejecting God and their Religion of choice. Rejecting God is rejecting the foundation of America’s laws and values under whom this nation was founded. It is a serious character flaw issue, particularly of those who would lead the country.

Rejecting being “Under God” is nothing new, certainly every person’s right, since Lucifer himself set the example and established his own agenda opposing God. Just say so.

Deceiving the American people is certainly every politician’s right, again since Lucifer himself set the example of deception.

Truth, however, and being “Under God” is certainly every American’s right, to reject the example of Lucifer and stand “Under God”, before, during, and after elections, consistently.

Therefore “We the People” deserve truth from those who would be our country’s leaders, to reveal their true character and integrity.

The Facts from Medical Science:

There is a tremendous consensus in the scientific community about when life begins. This is hardly controversial. If the claim were made that life was discovered on another planet, for example, there are well-defined criteria to which we could refer to conclusively determine whether the claim was accurate. How do scientists distinguish between life and non-life?

A scientific textbook called “Basics of Biology” gives five characteristics of living things; these five criteria are found in all modern elementary scientific textbooks:

1. Living things are highly organized.

2. All living things have an ability to acquire materials and energy.

3. All living things have an ability to respond to their environment.

4. All living things have an ability to reproduce.

5. All living things have an ability to adapt.

According to this elementary definition of life, life begins at fertilization, when a sperm unites with an oocyte. From this moment, the being is highly organized, has the ability to acquire materials and energy, has the ability to respond to his or her environment, has the ability to adapt, and has the ability to reproduce (the cells divide, then divide again, etc., and barring pathology and pending reproductive maturity has the potential to reproduce other members of the species). Non-living things do not do these things. Even before the mother is aware that she is pregnant, a distinct, unique life has begun his or her existence inside her.
Furthermore, that life is unquestionably human. A human being is a member of the species homo sapiens. Human beings are products of conception, which is when a human male sperm unites with a human female oocyte (egg). When humans procreate, they don’t make non-humans like slugs, monkeys, cactuses, bacteria, or any such thing.

Empirically verifiable proof is as close as your nearest abortion clinic: send a sample of an aborted fetus, of any age, to a laboratory and have them test the DNA to see if it is human or not.

Genetically, a new human being comes into existence from the earliest moment of conception.

**Biologically, from the moment of conception this new human being is not a part of the mother’s body.** Since when does a mother’s body have male genitals, two brains, four kidneys? The preborn human being is dependent upon the mother for nutrition, growing inside her body to develop. This does not diminish his/her separate humanity, but proves it.

**Further, Medical Science has no explanation for the fact that there is no known biological reason** that causes a baby in the womb to stop its constant rotation enjoyed for some 9 months, and suddenly decide to put its head into the birth canal…no known reason as to the precise timing of any birth. The great consensus of Medical Science has grown to believe and accept that God controls life, from conception to birth, to death. This would be the same God that our Congress and every Court in America prays to before each session.

**The Facts from The Bible:**

The real question is…do you believe The Bible? If not, you reject God and establish yourself as God, as did Lucifer. If you do believe The Bible, you believe in God. Being God means He is the Creator and Sustainer of all life, in sole control of all circumstances at all times, either causing or permitting them at His pleasure. Your choice and mine then, is to accept or reject God and The Bible. Christians embrace and serve both.

The truth in the language of attorneys like Obama is that he “knew or should have known” by reading The Bible when Life begins…how could he reject his own religious beliefs, on the issue of life in the womb, opposing clear and unmistakable information from The Bible?

Accepting or rejecting The Bible is a choice to accept or reject God, not an option for true Christians. These verses from The Bible are just a few that clearly document the fact that God alone controls life, all life…in the womb, from conception to birth, to death at the time of His choosing, for His purposes alone. Christians believe it.

In fact, Gen 25:23 alone puts the entire issue into clarity…God not only causes life to occur at conception, as He creates a unique DNA plan, implants His spirit, which returns at death, then creates and knows personally each future planned for each new life, well enough to explain it to the mother of those twins when she asked for clarity. Christians trust in it.

Genesis 25:21-23 – Issac prayed to the Lord on behalf of his wife, because she was barren. The Lord answered his prayer, and his wife Rebekah became pregnant. The babies jostled each other within her, and she said, “Why is this happening to me?” So she went to inquire of the Lord. (23) The Lord said to her, "Two nations are in your womb, and two peoples from within you will be separated; one people will be stronger than the other, and the older will serve the younger."
This passage alone forces each person to believe or reject that God alone knew the present and future details of these babies, because He created and installed the plans for each baby, gave them His spirit, blueprinted their future with DNA at conception. He alone knew why the twins were so rowdy in the womb. This passage alone proves human life begins at conception, and that God knows every baby personally from the moment of conception. Later in The Bible, Jeremiah 1:5 states “Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you, before you were born I set you apart; I appointed you a prophet to the nations.”

Genesis 20:18 - for the Lord had closed up every womb in Abimelech's household because of Abraham's wife Sarah.

Genesis 29:31 - When the Lord saw that Leah was not loved, he opened her womb, but Rachel was barren.

Genesis 30:22 - Then God remembered Rachel; he listened to her and opened her womb. Job 31:15 - Did not he who made me in the womb make them? Did not the same one form us both within our mothers? Ps 139:13 - For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother's womb. Ec 11:5 - As you do not know the path of the wind, or how the body is formed in a mother's womb, so you cannot understand the work of God, the Maker of all things.

Isa 44:2 - This is what the Lord says-- he who made you, who formed you in the womb, and who will help you:

Isa 44:24 - "This is what the Lord says-- your Redeemer, who formed you in the womb:

Isa 49:5 - And now the Lord says-- he who formed me in the womb to be his servant to bring Jacob back to him and gather Israel to himself, for I am honored in the eyes of the Lord and my God has been my strength--

Isa 66:9 - Do I bring to the moment of birth and not give delivery?" says the Lord. "Do I close up the womb when I bring to delivery?" says your God.

Jer 1:5 - "Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born I set you apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nations."

Truth has always been a personal choice to accept or reject:

"To accept the fact that after fertilization has taken place a new human has come into being is no longer a matter of taste or opinion ... it is plain experimental evidence." The "Father of Modern Genetics" Dr. Jerome Lejeune, Univ. of Descarte, Paris

“I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if asked for it, nor will I make a suggestion to this effect. Similarly, I will not give to a woman an abortive remedy.” Hippocrates, 400 B.C., Greece
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